
We at KPS are delighted to celebrate our 50th anniversary—
a year where we will honor the traditions of the past, while

celebrating what the future will bring for, guided by our
strategic vision. 

Our  theme for the year, “Sustainability” will be a guide for
all of our activities throughout the year. Through various

engaging activities we will embark on a journey of
exploration, unraveling the mysteries of nature and

uncovering the
interconnectedness of all living beings.

The year-long celebration commencing from April 2024 to
March 2025, promises to create a more sustainable and

harmonious world .

This newsletter of class PP- II, showcases  various hands on
learning activities & highly innovative

and creative ways of celebrating the special days and
celebrations sustainably with our little KPITes.
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FUN - FILLED
STRUCTURED   
  ACTIVITIES



Cursive letter d was introduced  in the class in a
fun and entertaining way. Children were told
rhymes and story related to the letter d.  Different
flashcards were shown and several  pictures were
were drawn on the blackboard then the students
were asked to identify them.  Thus they could
recognize the phonic sound of the letter d. 

The children were shown a related story through the
smartboard.  They were also taught UK write the

cursive d step by step with the help of patterns. The
entire process was enjoyed by the students. The

response was excellent. They could read and write the
alphabet correctly.

CURSIVE
LETTER  `D`



�ंजन -`ब` introduced in the class in a fun and
entertaining way . Children were shown related
pictures and were asked to name them stressing
upon the first sound of the name. They were also

gold rhyme and story related to  �ंजन -`ब`.  
They were asked to look around them to find out

the objects that starts with sound ब.  
Then they were taught to write the �ंजन with the

help of pattern children responded well to the
whole activity.

�ंजन -`ब`



'Myself' activity was conducted do develop the
oratory skills of the children. 

For this activity,  our tiny tots were taught to
introduce themselves in fee basic sentences

with the help of props.
Few flashcards were kept on table and the

students had to pick and choose the
appropriate ones related to the sentence they

were to speak. 
Children enjoyed this activity and learnt to

introduce themselves confidently.

MYSELF



Pre- number concept Big/Small was also taught to the kids
through various practical experience wherein they

explored the concept.  Focusing on observing the displayed
objects,  comparing and then classifying them using various

visual aids and games. 
  It was a new art and learning which includes both fun
and learning. Children participate in various activities

and enhance their imagination. They learnt the concept
of Big and Small through fun activities with live objects
around them which made their knowledge all the more

concrete. 
          Children learned to observe the attributes of quality

before learning quantity and finally  numbers.

PRE-NUMBER
CONCEPT  

(BIG/SMALL)



Pre- number concept lay a strong foundation to develop logical
and reasoning ability. Children learn to observe the attributes of

quality then quantity and friendly numbers .
It is the basis of learning to bring about holistic development in the

child. It helps them to develop their early literacy skills. In their
content , the concept of tall and short was introduced to our little
ones, wherein a hands on experience was provided to the students
with focus on comparing and making and classifying using various

visual aids and games.
All this made learning more enjoyable and fostered a positive

attitude towards mathematics.
To make the learning concrete, the students were shown various

objects to understand the concept better. They explored the
concept of Tall and Short through fun activities laying the

foundation for a lifetime if mathematical curiosity.

PRE-NUMBER
CONCEPT ( TALL /

SHORT)



CO-
CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES



CIRCLE TIME - PASS
THE BALL THROUGH

THE TUNNEL

Tiny tots had an interesting and playful way of
learning during an activity session,  Passing the
ball through the tunnel'.  The children were asked
to roll the ball and make it pass through the paper
tunnels and then it fell into a tub placed under the
other end of the tunnel. 
           Rolling the ball and making it pass through
the tunnel in such a way that it should fall in the
tub..  this entire act is an important developmental
skill for any child. It boosts the concentration
level, hand-eye coordination and builds up the
foundation of reflex strength. 



Table manners are the rules of etiquette used while eating.  Young
minds are receptive and they are quick to learn.  Teaching such
etiquettes from an early age will do a world of good for these

children. Table manners activity was organized for our Kpites.  The
objective of this activity was to inculcate the good habits etiquettes

and social skills among all the students.  All the student's were
following their teachers instructions properly.  They were

encouraged to develop Table manners in their early childhood
stage.  Children took part in this activity with great enthusiasm and

enjoyed it immensely.  They learnt the correct way of setting the
table. 

Children were told to eat their food quietly and within spilling it on the table.  
They were told the importance of chewing with their mouth closed and not
to talk while eating. Washing hands before and after each meal.  Students

participated in the activity with full zeal and zest.

TABLE
MANNERS



SWIMMING

Swimming is a great fun, splashing, wading and paddling,  it
must mean a great day in the water. Playing in a pool can be

a real treat on a hot day.  Children eagerly wait for their
turn.  They came ready with their swimming costumes,  

goggles,  caps and other accessories. 
The swimming instructors very patiently coaches the tiny

tots with the basics of swimming. 
It is a great way of getting kids same physical exercise in an

era of electronic gadgets. 
Playing in the water is always appealing to children and

swimming combines fun and learning.



The first day of school for the child is a new beginning. The first day of
school is a fresh canvas waiting for each student to paint their unique

masterpiece of learning and achievement.
As the sun rose , a sense of excitement filled the air on the first day of
Kindergarten. Parents escorted their little ones to the school premises

where they were greeted and welcome by the cheerful teachers and staff
members. The eye of the children sparkled with a mixed feeling of

excitement and a bit nervousness. Teachers created a welcoming and
friendly environment to ease and first day jitter.

The classroom buzzed with excitement as the students eagerly took their
seats. Through rhymes, games interactive story telling and dance the

students quickly bonded.
Teachers were successful to ease them and settle down with various

engaging activities and create a memorable first day for all . Kids enjoyed
the hands on activity and created their first hand impression to make the
beginning of the special journey of learning and fun. Every moment was
captured and clicked to cherish and to look back on with fondness in the

years to come.

FIRST DAY
OF SCHOOL 



CELEBRATIONS



A parent is a teacher at home , a teacher is a parent in school and the
child is the centre of universe.

  Thrilled to share the success of our recent orientation program at Kalka
Public School under the guidance of Dr. Onika Mehrotra ma'am . Every

new academic year hold new challenges, new avenues and new
opportunities to learn. A Parent Orientation Program was organised on
20th March 2024 with a view to get maximum involvement of parents in

moulding their children towards successful future .
    It was meticulously organised to warmly welcome prospective students
and their parents into our esteemed school community. The Orientation
day effectively introduced parents and students to the school's value

resources and expectation , establishing a foundation for a cooperative
and enriching educational experience.

   A combination of formal presentation , cultural performances and
social gathering cultivating a sense of community and anticipation for

the academic year .
Our honourable Dr Onika Mehrotra ma'am provided a thorough summary
of the thematic curriculum , extracurricular activities structured fun -

filled activities and emphasizing the school's operational culture.
Subsequently, an interactive session between the parents and the

teacher followed where in exchange of necessary feedback took place.
The program concluded on a postive note anticipating an another year of

enthusiasm and accomplishments.

ORIENTATION
DAY



Today our pre-primary section held a 'Red Colour Day' to
introduce children to fascinating  world of colours.  Our little

ones looked adorable in their red outfits.  The red colour made
the kids feel alive,  lively and cheerful. This red colour was

prevalent throughout the day. 
   The Red day celebration learning activity that assisted

children in sorting and categorizing  objects based on colour,  
thereby reinforcing cognitive skills.. They were super thrilled to

witness the red colour toys and enjoyed sorting of red colour
objects displayed. The teacher were beaming with pride when the

confident prudenite described the objects with flair  and ease. 
The vibrant hues of red filled the corridors of our wing as

students and teachers came together to celebrate the essence of
the colour day.  It was a brilliant day, with innocent faces

gleaming and reflecting light,  joy,  love and happiness.

RED COLOUR
DAY



Earth Day is celebrated on 22nd April every year. It
is a good time to make a commitment to learn more

about the environment and how we can help to
protect it. 

Earth Day was celebrated in Pre-primary  with great
zeal.  Children  participated in ear bud printing
activity and made the mother earth. They also

spread the message like 'Go Green's,  'Save water ' ,
'Save energy ', 'do not litter' etc.

Children were told that the trees are very important
for our lives and we should not have to wait for
Earth Day to show our love for the planet Earth

rather,  can contribute each day in saving and
protecting Mother Earth.

EARTH  
DAY



Founder's day is not merely a date on the calender. It is a moment
of reflection, gratitude and celebration. 

       We celebrated 50th founder's day this year on 30th April 2024.
Under the able guidance and supervision of Dr. Onika Mehrotra

ma'am, Director Principal, Kalka Group of Institutions, a beautiful
program was conducted wherein the students of primary wing

showcased their performances in various forms. Later our tiny tots
were engaged in making a beautiful card addressing Happy

Birthday K.P.S. They were also given a good I bag containing key
chain and chocolates as a touch of love and remembrance. 

         Celebrating the founder's day and telling the students about
the school was mainly to instigate in them the  sense of

belongingness and respect for the school. We should acknowledge
that we are lucky to be a part of a school as great as ours,  where

together we are....  Moulding the future. 
  Celebrating 50 years of excellence in education.

FOUNDER'S
DAY



Baisakhi is one of the important festivals of
India. It is mostly celebrated on northern

India. It falls on the 13th April every year.  
Baisakhi is the celebration of the start of the

harvest season is the Rabi crops.
The students of PP-II participated in a

colourful activity wherein they coloured a
Baisakhi scene.  They also were involved in
dance activity wherein they danced along
with their teachers to the various Baisakhi

songs.

BAISAKHI



Eid is one of the important festivals of Muslims.
The students of PP-II were told the significance of
the festival that it spreads brotherhood as people
are encouraged to settle and forget their disputes

with others. 
Students participated in a 'Mosque making' activity.  

They hugged their friends and wished each other
'Eid Mubarak'. The students even danced on eid

songs with their friends and their teachers. They
enjoyed and showed interest in the whole activity

which eventually proved to be a learning
experience all together.

EID



A time for listening,  sharing and working together. 
Parents Teachers Meeting (PTM)  is interaction

between teachers and parents for few purpose of
making parents and teachers aware of the problem

of the students. It also gives an opportunity to
teachers to help parents in finding solution is the

problem of the students. 
Objectives :-

* To break the gap between teachers and parents .
* To discuss problems that students have in learning

.
A PTM is successful when parents and teachers have
two-way conversations about how to help the child

learn.

FIRST PTM OF THE
SESSION  27.4.24



THE  
END


